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Asymmetric cell division of
hematopoietic stem cells: recent
advances, emerging concepts,
and future perspectives
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Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) can self-renew and differentiate for the entire

life of an organism to produce new blood cells when needed. This process is

regulated by asymmetric cell division (ACD), an evolutionarily conserved

mechanism whereby cell fate determinants are unequally segregated into the

daughter cells during division to instruct different cell fates. After many years of

controversy, recent technical advances in microscopy, imaging, and

bioinformatics make it now possible to visualize and quantify how factors

segregate asymmetrically in dividing HSCs and lead to predictable changes in

daughter cell fates many days later. While themolecular processes behind ACD in

HSCs are still poorly understood, accumulating evidence suggests that

lysosomes and other organelles, including mitochondria, autophagosomes,

mitophagosomes, and recycling endosomes can segregate asymmetrically and

act as cell fate determinants during divisions. Asymmetric segregation of

lysosomes and mitochondria has been shown to predict mitochondrial activity,

translation, and differentiation of HSC daughter cells and their offspring. This

discovery and recent seminal findings show that lysosomes, once considered to

be merely the trash bin of the cell, regulate many aspects of HSC biology and are

crucial for the maintenance of quiescence and stem cell function. Here we

provide a historical perspective and discuss the recent advances in our

understanding of ACD and the role of lysosomes in HSC function. We discuss

the limitations of past studies, talk about emerging concepts, and suggest critical

next steps required to move the field forward.
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1 Introduction

One of the biggest mysteries of life is the formation, maintenance,

and regeneration of tissues. This process is fueled by the tremendous

regenerative potential of very rare tissue-specific adult stem cells

capable of both, (a) differentiation into mature cell types and (b) self-

renewal to produce more stem cells required for long-term tissue

maintenance (1). In the hematopoietic system, the regenerative

potential of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) can be harnessed by

transplanting donor HSCs to replace and/or supplement the

recipient’s hematopoietic system (1). Transplanting HSCs is often

the only curative therapy for many malignant and non-malignant

hematological diseases (2) and is the foundation and forefront of

modern regenerative medicine and gene therapy. A critical step of

these life-saving therapies is the ex vivo culture of HSCs to edit their

genome and/or expand their numbers before transplantation. HSCs

make up less than 0.01% of bone marrow cells and are extremely rare

(3). Their ex vivo expansion and maintenance are thus crucial for the

successful and widespread application of any future regenerative

therapy. However, despite recent progress (4), HSCs tend to die

and/or differentiate in vitro and lose their regenerative properties

quickly (5). Obtaining novel insights into the still poorly understood

mechanisms of HSC fate decision-making is thus crucial to

developing new and safe ex vivo HSC expansion and gene-editing

protocols - a central aim of experimental hematology (6) and a

prerequisite for advancing clinical applications tailored to specific

diseases (1).
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HSCs are multipotent and can give rise to all mature blood cells,

while also producing new HSCs through self-renewal (1, 7). Their

regenerative potential and the lifelong homeostasis of tissues rely on

the ability of HSCs to make the ‘right’ decisions at the ‘right’ time to

determine the future state of their offspring. These decisions include

cell survival, proliferation, lineage choice, self-renewal, maturation,

migration, activation, and senescence (8). Importantly, HSCs must

adapt and adjust their fate decisions as different situations demand a

different response (e.g. infection vs. bleeding) (9). These adaptations

of HSC fates are thought to be orchestrated by cell-extrinsic and

cell-intrinsic factors. Extrinsic factors include the cellular

microenvironment (10) and secreted factors (11) and were

recently reviewed in detail (12, 13). We thus focus here on the

role of cell-intrinsic factors in HSC fate decision-making (Figure 1).

In the adult organism, most HSCs reside in the bone marrow

and spend the majority of their lives outside the cell cycle in a

reversible state of quiescence (14). Quiescent HSCs are at the apex

of the hematopoietic hierarchy and their precise cell cycle regulation

is essential to ensure the effective production of mature

hematopoietic cells while preventing HSC exhaustion at the same

time (15). In line with this view, HSC function correlates strongly

with the depth of quiescence, the number of past divisions, and

reduced cell cycle activity (16). Excessive stress and proliferation

lead on the other hand to a loss of HSC function (17). To prevent

cell cycle entry, quiescent HSCs express the cyclin-dependent kinase

inhibitors p57 and p27 (18) and have low levels of the cyclin-

dependent kinase 6 (CDK6) (16). Quiescent HSCs also have low
FIGURE 1

Potential regulators of asymmetric cell division in HSCs. Asymmetric Dell Division (ACD) is an evolutionarily conserved mechanism regulated by cell-
intrinsic and -extrinsic factors. During ACD, cell fate determinants segregate asymmetrically to instruct changes in fate and behavior in daughter
cells and their offspring. As the events during division and later cell fate acquisition can be many days apart, this process cannot be captured in a
single snapshot. Live cell observations are thus a prerequisite to demonstrate functionally relevant ACD by linking asymmetric segregation to
diverging daughter cell fates over time. The factors regulating ACD in HSC remain mostly unknown. Possible cell-intrinsic processes and regulators
include proteostasis, gene expression, cell cycle regulators, and organelles such as lysosomes and mitochondria, which can act as cell fate
determinants. Putative cell-extrinsic factors include membrane-bound factors, secreted factors, and the extracellular matrix in the
microenvironment. Created with BioRender.com.
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mitochondrial activity, low reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels,

rely on glycolysis and autophagy (19, 20), and have enlarged

lysosomes, which were recently shown to be essential for the

maintenance of quiescence (21). Despite being quiescent, most

HSCs divide regularly and contribute to steady-state

hematopoiesis over time (22, 23). When HSCs awake they exit

the quiescent state and progress through the G1, S, and G2 phases of

the cell cycle to divide (24). During this process, HSCs and/or their

daughter cells choose from a variety of potential future cell fates,

including self-renewal, differentiation, survival, cell death,

proliferation, and quiescence.

How and when HSCs and/or their daughter cells decide to

acquire these fates remains poorly understood. Many cell-intrinsic

changes in metabolism, chromatin, gene expression, proteostasis,

autophagy, and the cell cycle machinery have been shown to affect

HSC fates (25–29). For instance, the repressive histone mark

H3K27me3 is lost after G-CSF or M-CSF treatment of CD34

+CD38- human hematopoietic progenitor cells during cytokine-

induced lineage specification, thereby resulting in the recruitment

of lineage-specifying transcription factors GATA-1 and PU.1 (30).

Deletion of ubiquitin ligase Fbxw7 results in increased

accumulation of its target c-MYC that drives cell cycle entry,

differentiation, and exhaustion of HSCs (31). Knockdown of the

autophagy genes Atg5 or Atg7 in mouse HSCs decreases their ability

to regenerate and self-renew (32, 33). Abnormal activation of

mitochondria results in the production of excessive metabolic

byproducts and can disrupt HSC quiescence and function (34). A

specific type of mitochondrial autophagy (mitophagy) which

selectively clears damaged mitochondria was found to sustain

self-renewal of HSCs via Nkx2-3, a transcription factor that is

enriched in HSCs and can directly control transcription of the

mitophagy regulator ULK1 which removes activated mitochondria

(35). Although these studies show that certain genes and/or

processes are involved in HSC fate regulation, when and how

HSCs and their daughter cells decide to change fate often

remains unknown.

So, how and when do HSCs make decisions? Evidence over the

last two decades has shown that cell fate decisions can be regulated

by stochastic processes such as transcriptional bursts or induced by

cytokines and cell fate determinants acting at different times in the

cell cycle. For instance, human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) in the

G2/S/M phases of the cell cycle differentiate poorly, whereas hESCs

in G1 are sensitive to differentiation cues (36). Whether such cell

cycle-dependent mechanisms are also used to regulate cell fate

decisions of HSCs is unclear (37). However, as recently

demonstrated, HSC fate decisions can also occur during division

through the asymmetric inheritance of cell fate determinants (38,

39). Using live-cell imaging, lysosomes and other organelles were

found to segregate asymmetrically during HSC division and act as

cell fate determinants by instructing different cell fates in HSC

offspring (36, 38). Although this process, also known as asymmetric

cell division (ACD), had long been known to act during the

development of invertebrate organisms, it remained unclear

whether it is also utilized by HSCs. However, after being

controversial for decades, the ACD of HSCs is now taking center

stage in stem cell biology. Here, we review the current knowledge
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about the regulation and consequence of cell fate determination in

HSCs, with a special focus on ACD in HSCs.
2 Asymmetric cell division: early
observations from invertebrates
and definitions

Early studies on cell fate determination were pioneered by

Charles O. Whitman in the 19th century. Whitman showed

through direct observation of the leech embryo development that

stereotypical, invariant cell divisions determine later cell fate during

early cleavage stages (40). Later, in 1905, ACD was first shown by

Edward Conklin, who observed that during divisions of the

developing ascidian embryo, a yellow-colored portion of the

cytoplasm is asymmetrically segregated (41). By following the

segregating yellow cytoplasm over many cell divisions, Conklin

showed that cells inheriting the deep yellow cytoplasm would later

differentiate into muscle cells in the larva tail, while cells inheriting

the light yellow material become the mesenchyme (41, 42).

Although the mechanistic details remained unknown, Conklin

was able to link mitotic segregation to later fates of differentiated

cells and suggested that the ‘yellow cytoplasm’ might act as a cell

fate determinant.

The concept of ACD has intrigued scientists for over a century,

yet a molecular understanding of the underlying mechanisms has

emerged only recently (43). Through studies of the developing

embryos of invertebrate model organisms such as C. elegans and D.

melanogaster, we now know of many evolutionary conserved

regulators of ACD and have also learned that there are many

ways cells use the ACD machinery. After Conklin’s seminal

observation, it took almost a century to identify the first

molecular cell fate determinant that is asymmetrically inherited

during cell division. First observed in 1994 by Rhyu et al. during the

division of the Sensory Organ Precursor (SOP) in Drosophila, this

cell fate determinant is today known as NUMB (44). Through two

rounds of asymmetric division, the SOP gives rise to the external

sensory organ consisting of four cells, a neuron, a sheath cell, and

two support cells. Because of its asymmetric segregation, NUMB

can inhibit Notch signaling only in one SOP daughter cell, thereby

instructing cell fate decisions. Importantly, deleting numb changes

the cell fate of SOP descendants to produce only support cells,

showing NUMB acts as a cell fate determinant (44). Later studies

identified additional cell fate regulators in Drosophila including the

atypical Protein Kinase C (aPKC), Partition Defective 6 (Par-6), and

Bazooka (Baz), which form the Par complex, regulating apical

polarity in larval brain neuroblasts (45). This complex directs

phosphorylation and exclusion of NUMB from the apical cortex

to establish the basal localization of cell fate determinants (45).

Work in C. elegans then showed that ACD can be broadly

divided into four main stages (1): symmetry breaking (2), polarity

establishment (3), segregation of cell fate determinants, and (4)

spindle positioning (43). In the C. elegans embryo, symmetric

breaking is induced by the fertilization and the entry of the sperm

pronucleus, which leads to a local loss of actin and non-muscle
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myosin II-mediated cell surface contractions at the posterior pole

(46). To establish polarity, the cortical actomyosin network then

retracts until the contractile cortex covers the anterior and the non-

contractile cortex covers the posterior half of the embryo (46). Cell

fate determinants then segregate towards specific regions of the

polarized mother cell and the spindle positions closer to the

posterior cortex to generate a larger and a smaller daughter cell

after division (46).

Based on these observations, ACD can be described as the

unequal segregation of specific molecules into the daughter cells

during division, that can act as developmental determinants causing

the acquisition of different cell fates (47). Importantly, this means

that the experimental proof for ACD, as in Conklin’s original

experiment, requires linking asymmetric segregation of factors

during division to predictable changes in the fate and/or behavior

of daughter cells or their offspring (Figure 1). While evidence from

invertebrate systems suggests that many factors, including

organelles, RNA, and transcription factors can act as cell fate

determinants (48), invertebrate models also show that cells can

utilize evolutionary conserved polarity proteins in very different

ways. For instance, in Drosophila neuroblasts (NB), in the presence

of the adaptor protein Inscuteable, which binds members of the Par-

6/Par-3 and the Pins/Gai/Mud complexes, both complexes

colocalize at the apical cortex (49). In contrast, in the SOP and the

absence of Inscuteable, these complexes localize to opposite cortical

domains during ACD (49). The differences between SOP and NB

highlight that the precise molecular mechanisms of ACD can differ

between cell types and tissues, and observations from invertebrates

should not be directly extrapolated to mammalian cells.
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3 Asymmetric cell division in HSCs: a
decade-long controversy

The decision between self-renewal and differentiation has to be

tightly regulated as the production of either too many or too few

HSCs can lead to malignancies or tissue degeneration (50). Multiple

mechanisms acting either on individual HSCs and/or the entire

stem-cell population were suggested to explain how HSC numbers

can be maintained for the life of an organism while at the same time

creating differentiated offspring (51). Based on observations in

invertebrate model organisms, ACD of HSCs was speculated as

one possible mechanism (50). However, due to technical challenges,

including extremely low HSC numbers, their slow cell cycle kinetics,

their high motility, and low adhesion, neither divisions of highly

purified HSCs, nor the asymmetric segregation of cell fate

determinants during HSC divisions had been observed at the time.

Early evidence for ACD of HSCs came from in vitro and in vivo

paired daughter cell assays after HSPC divisions, which showed that

HSPC daughter cells can give rise to different-sized colonies and can

differ in their ability to reconstitute the hematopoietic system after

transplantation (52–54). Imaging living HSCs, isolated from

transcriptional reporter mice, expressing GFP from the Hes1 or

Tie2 locus later showed that reporter gene expression level of HSC

daughters can diverge quickly within hours after division

(Figures 2A, B). However, whether these changes were caused by

events during division remained unclear, as the postmitotic changes

in GFP expression were not linked to any asymmetric segregation

during HSC divisions (55). Hence, alternative mechanisms of
A B C

FIGURE 2

Postmitotic changes in marker expression provide evidence for asymmetric HSC daughter cell fates. HSC daughter cells can acquire asymmetric
fates after division. In vitro, live-cell observations of HSCs showed that marker expression between HSC daughters can change over time. These
studies provide evidence that HSC daughter cells can differ in the expression of the Notch target gene Hes1-GFP (A) the Angiopoietin receptor Tie2-
GFP (B) and can differ in their mitochondrial activity as assessed by the fluorescent dye TMRM, an indicator for mitochondrial membrane potential
(C). While, Wu et al. and Ito et al. used transcriptional reporters, which cannot be used to observe the asymmetric segregation of factors during
mitosis, Vannini et al. analyzed TMRM levels hours after and not during divisions. These studies thus provide evidence for asymmetric daughter cell
fates in HSCs but do not provide insights about events during HSC divisions. Created with BioRender.com.
frontiersin.org
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differential daughter cell fate acquisition not related to division

could not be excluded.

Since the early 2000s, evidence for asymmetrically segregating

factors in dividing hematopoietic cells has accumulated further

supporting the idea that HSCs could use ACD (Figures 3A, B).

However many of these studies were done in fixed cell lines and/or

heterogeneous populations with very low HSC purities, and as

recently revealed did not use reliable mitotic markers (56). It is

thus possible that some of these studies analyzed postmitotic cells

instead of cells during division. Consequently, only a few studies

provided convincing evidence of asymmetric segregation during

HSC divisions and the asymmetric segregation of many factors

requires experimental validation using state-of-the-art tools that

were often not available at the time. Importantly, providing

convincing evidence for the asymmetric inheritance of cell fate

determinants in HSCs is technically challenging as ACD requires

(1) the identification of asymmetrically segregating factors during

HSCs divisions that (2) lead to predictable changes in HSC daughter

cell fate and/or behavior as in Conklin’s original observation

(47, 57).

HSCs are extremely rare and less than 1% of cells are in division

at any given time. Capturing highly purified dividing HSCs in fixed

samples is thus both challenging and strongly biased as 99% of

HSCs are excluded from the analysis. Live cell imaging on the other
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hand is the ideal tool for studying rare mitotic cells as 100% of HSC

divisions are captured without bias. Choosing the right assay is thus

critical for accurately studying HSC division dynamics and many

classical in vitro and in vivo assays cannot be used to study ACD

(see Table 1). Early attempts using live-cell imaging of more

purified HSPCs identified AP2A2 as a positive regulator of HSC

function and suggested asymmetric partitioning of AP2A2 in

dividing mouse CD150+CD48-LSK HSCs (58). However, data

acquisition and analysis of live-cell imaging experiments is

challenging and requires specialized equipment, software, and

know-how as cell viability and focus must be maintained for

many days. At the same time, millions of acquired images need to

be stored, transferred, and processed efficiently, to then segment,

track, and analyze single HSCs over many cell generations (59, 60).

Although Ting et al. were able to image living HSCs as they divide,

90% of HSCs with asymmetric AP2A2 died shortly after division,

making it impossible to demonstrate that asymmetric mitotic

segregation of AP2A2 determines HSC daughter cell fate

acquisition (58). Whether HSCs use ACD thus could not be

answered conclusively. Also, Zimdahl et al. used live-cell imaging

to investigate whether NUMB is asymmetrically segregated in

dividing hematopoietic cells. Overexpression of NUMB-CFP or

NUMB-YFP in LSKs yielded contradicting results (61). While

some cells showed asymmetric segregation of NUMB-CFP, no
A B C

FIGURE 3

Evidence for asymmetric cell division in mouse HSCs by linking asymmetric segregation to later daughter cell fates. Evidence for (A, B) the asymmetric
segregation of factors and (C) for asymmetric cell division in HSCs. Analyzing HSC divisions in fixed samples suggests (A) phospho-p38 MAP kinase
(p-p38 MAPK) and NUMB, and (B) the RhoGTPase CDC42 and acetylated histone 4 (H4K14ac), segregate asymmetrically during HSC divisions. However,
as the cells were fixed, future daughter cell fates could not be assessed. Although differential TGFb signaling and epigenetic asymmetry between HSC
daughter was suggested by other experiments (not shown), asymmetric segregation and daughter cell fate could not be directly linked to each other.
That the observed asymmetric segregation of factors has functional consequences for HSC daughters could thus not be demonstrated directly. Also, the
inheritance of CDC42 and H4K14ac was not assessed in the same experiment, it thus remains unclear if these markers segregate into the same or the
opposite daughter cells. (C) Experimental proof that HSCs utilize ACD to regulate daughter cell fates. Long-term live-cell imaging and quantifications
showed that lysosomes and other factors can segregate asymmetrically during HSC divisions and predict later changes in metabolic activity, translation,
and differentiation in HSC daughters and their offspring. This study thus links for the first time asymmetric segregation of factors in dividing HSCs to later
asymmetric daughter cell fates – thus demonstrating ACD of HSCs. Created with BioRender.com.
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clear asymmetric segregation of NUMB-YFP could be observed

during HSPC in vitro divisions (62). As it remained unclear which

NUMB reporter faithfully reports the localization of endogenous

NUMB, and Zimdahl et al. did not follow the HSC daughter cells

after division, the putative unequal segregation of NUMB could not

be linked to changes in later daughter cell fates. Whether HSCs use

ACD thus remained unclear (47, 57).

While differential cell fate acquisition in paired-daughter cell

assays and asymmetric mitotic segregation of factors suggested

HSCs might use ACD, the deletion of multiple evolutionary

conserved polarity proteins did not affect HSC function (63),

arguing that HSCs might not use ACD after all. Neither the

deletion of numb and numb-like in mouse HSPCs nor the

deletion of Par-complex proteins aPKCz or aPKCl in LSK CD34

−Flk2−HSCs affected the self-renewal and differentiation properties

of HSCs (64, 65). Although it remains unknown why the loss of

classical polarity proteins does not affect HSCs, it is possible that

compensatory mechanisms, such as the recently discovered non-

sense mediated decay (66), were triggered in these early genetic

models and phenotypes masked.
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Additional evidence against ACD in HSCs also came from Kiel

et al., who tested the ‘Immortal strand hypothesis’ originally described

by John Cairns in 1975. Cairns proposed that old and newly

synthesized DNA strands might segregate asymmetrically during

stem cell divisions - a mechanism that would reduce to chances of

acquiring mutations in the stem cell pool. In his model, daughter cells

fated to differentiate inherit newly synthesized DNA, while the older

DNA strands are retained in daughters with stem cell properties (67).

Kiel et al. injected BrdU into mice to label freshly synthesized DNA of

HSCs in vivo. The analysis of BrdU label-retention at several time

points after injection showed that HSCs did not segregate the newly

synthesized DNA asymmetrically and thus did not retain older DNA

strands as expected by Cairn’s model (67).
4 Direct evidence for asymmetric cell
division in HSCs

Recent technical advances in microscopy, imaging, and

bioinformatics now enable quantitative long-term live-cell
TABLE 1 Single-cell assays and their limitation to study asymmetric cell division.

Methodology Readout
Tracing
clones

Mitotic
segregation

Daughter fates &
cellular kinship

Asymmetric Cell Division
(mitotic segregation linked to
paired-daughter cell fates)

In
Vitro

Long-term Live
cell imaging

Continuous Yes Yes Yes Yes

Short-term Live
cell imaging

Continuous No Yes No No

Single-cell Cultures Snapshot Yes No No No

Paired-daughter
cell cultures

Snapshot Yes No Yes No

Immunostaining Snapshot No Yes No No

Image Cytometry Snapshot No Yes No No

Division Tracker
(e.g. CFSE)

Snapshot No No No No

In
Vivo

Short-term Live
cell imaging

Continuous No Yes No No

Bulk transplants Snapshot No No No No

Single-
cell Transplants

Snapshot Yes No No No

Paired-daughter
cell Transplants

Snapshot Yes No Yes No

Immunostaining
(in situ)

Snapshot No Yes No No

Image Cytometry Snapshot No Yes No No

Division Tracker
(e.g. H2B-GFP)

Snapshot No No No No

Lineage
Tracing (Confetti)

Snapshot Yes No No No

Lineage
Tracing (Barcoding)

Snapshot Yes No Yes No
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imaging studies over many weeks and cell generations without

affecting cell viability. Further, the development of sophisticated live

cell imaging reporters including fluorescent proteins and cell-

permeable fluorescent probes allows for the visualization and

quantification of specific molecular events within dividing HSCs

(see Table 2). Using novel software (60) and tissue culture coating to

reduce the motility of hematopoietic suspension cells, the

inheritance of factors during HSC divisions can now be quantified
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and linked to later changes in HSC daughter fates and behavior.

Importantly, the quantification of asymmetric mitotic segregation

and cell fate acquisition is done in the same experiment and relies

on objective image-based single-cell dynamics quantifications and

statistical analysis, instead of the manual scoring of symmetry vs.

asymmetry by the human eye, as done in earlier studies. With

advanced long-term single-cell imaging tools, and molecular

profiling using scRNAseq, measuring how the asymmetric

segregation of factors during HSC divisions is linked to later cell

fate acquisition became possible. Using these tools, several recent

studies provided direct experimental proof that HSCs can utilize

ACD to regulate cell fate decisions (39, 71–73).

Similar to Conklin’s original work a century ago, these studies

showed that lysosomes and other organelles including

autophagosomes, mitophagosomes, and recycling endosomes can

segregate asymmetrically in dividing HSCs and predict the activity

of their offspring after division (Figure 3C). Indicative of metabolic

activation, HSC daughters receiving fewer lysosomes (LysoLow)

upregulate the transcription factor c-MYC, increase mitochondrial

membrane potential, produce more reactive oxygen species (ROS),

upregulate the transferrin receptor CD71 and increase their overall

translational activity. In contrast, HSC daughters receiving more

lysosomes (LysoHigh) retain an overall lower metabolic state and

show signs of increased autophagy as autophagosomes and

mitophagosomes are asymmetrically co-inherited with lysosomes

into LysoHigh daughters (38, 39), suggesting mitochondrial

activation might be suppressed in LysoHigh daughters. Interestingly,

while LysoHigh daughter cells also receive more CD63, NUMB, and

NOTCH1, no clear evidence for asymmetric segregation of the

evolutionarily conserved polarity proteins Inscuteable, PRKCz, and
PRKCI was found (65). Taken together, these findings demonstrate

that HSCs use ACD to regulate daughter cell fate (Figure 3C) and

suggest that asymmetric NUMB and lysosome inheritance might

work together to modulate Notch signaling in HSC daughters to

regulate cell fate decisions (38).

Long-term time-lapse imaging also showed recently that ACD

is evolutionarily conserved and used by human HSCs (huHSCs).

Highly purified CD49f+ cord blood-derived huHSCs were imaged

for 2+ weeks and their offspring were tracked for four cell

generations. As in mouse HSCs, lysosomes can segregate

asymmetrically during huHSC divisions and predict later changes

in marker expression in daughter cells (Figure 4C). In line with the

idea that LysoHigh daughters retain stem cell properties, these

daughters express higher levels of the huHSC marker CD49c,

while LysoLow daughter cells give rise to offspring with high CD33

levels, indicative of myeloid differentiation (39). Importantly, the

ability of huHSCs to differentiate into myeloid cells occurs almost

exclusively in cells with few lysosomes, suggesting lysosomes may

act as cell fate determinants and inhibit differentiation of LysoHigh

huHSCs (39). While the mechanisms behind these observations

remain poorly understood and need to be addressed in future

studies, ACD of HSCs appears to be an evolutionary conserved

mechanism from mice to humans.

To obtain further insights into the molecular programs driving

cell fate divergence after ACD of HSCs, Wehling et al. developed

trackSeq, a pipeline to image, track, and quantify HSC divisions in
TABLE 2 Strength and weaknesses of continuous live cell
imaging reporter.

Reporter System Strengths Weakness

reporter expression from
a non-endogenous
genomic locus

[e.g.
LAMP1mCherry (38)]

• Simple to create
• Most cells labeled

• Reporter expression
does not reflect
expression of endogenous
locus
• protein of interest and
reporter differ in
maturation time, half-life
and localization

reporter replaces a gene
of interest at an

endogenous genomic
locus

[e.g. Hes1-GFP (55)]

• expression
controlled by
endogenous locus

• protein of interest and
reporter differ in
maturation time, half-life
and localization

reporter downstream of
internal ribosomal entry
site (IRES) integrated at

the intact
endogenous locus
[e.g. Evi1-IRES-

GFP (68)]

• expression
controlled by
endogenous locus
• stoichiometric
expression of protein
and reporter

• protein of interest and
reporter differ in
maturation time, half-life,
and localization

reporter integrated at the
intact endogenous locus
to produce N- or C-
terminal fluorescent

fusion protein
[e.g. GFPcMYC (69)]

• expression
controlled by
endogenous locus
• stoichiometric
expression of protein
and reporter
• fusion protein
reflects maturation
kinetics, half-life, and
localization of
endogenous protein

• time-consuming
creation of reporter
animals
• extensive validation is
required to ensure fusion
does not alter function,
localization, and
mitotic segregation

Viral infection and
ectopic expression of
fluorescent fusion

reporter
[e.g.

LAMP1mCherry (38)]

• easy to use
• stable expression

• only a subpopulation of
cells infected
• random integration in
the genome
• ectopic expression
might alter cell behavior
• delayed expression of
reporter
• extensive validation is
required to ensure fusion
does not alter function,
localization, and
mitotic segregation

In culture live
fluorescent antibody

labeling
[e.g. CD133 (70)]

• easy to use
• labels cells quickly
• flexible color

• Limited to cell
surface markers

Cell-permeable
fluorescent probe

[e.g. LysoBrite (39)]

• easy to use
• labels cells quickly
• flexible color

• Limited availability
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real time. Real-time analysis is critical to isolate and analyze the

transcriptome of HSC daughters shortly after asymmetric division

to understand the first steps in cell fate divergence (74). Using time-

lapse imaging, single-cell picking, and scRNAseq, they were able to

identify how gene expression programs diverge in closely related

HSC daughter cells shortly after ACD. Because the kinship, mitotic

segregation, and time after division were recorded, this approach

dramatically reduced the measurement noise and improved the

identification of candidate genes relevant for daughter cell fate

divergence following ACD at the same time. Using the increased

sensitivity, HSC daughters after ACD were found to activate

different gene expression programs shortly after division,

modulating translation, oxidative phosphorylation, cell cycle

progression, and adhesion of HSC daughters. One of the top

candidates, the Integrin b4 (ITGB4/CD104), was shown to be

upregulated in LysoLow HSC daughters after ACD modulating the

adhesion and motility of HSC daughters to LAMININ 511, an

important component of the extracellular matrix in the bone

marrow (74).
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5 The evolving role of lysosomes - not
just a bystander

Although paired-daughter cells were not analyzed directly,

several recent studies using genetic models and lysosomal

inhibitors support the idea that lysosomes are critical regulators

of HSC function and might act as cell fate determinants (21, 75).

These novel insights were surprising as lysosomes, after their

discovery by Christian de Duve in the 1950s, were long

considered static terminal organelles that are only required for

cellular waste disposal and recycling and thus received little

attention (76). However, this view changed dramatically, and it is

clear today that lysosomes are critical for many cellular processes,

including plasma membrane repair, regulating gene expression,

metabolism, migration, and signaling (76). Lysosome numbers

and composition respond to environmental cues and cellular

needs, and lysosomes engage in functional interactions with other

organelles via membrane contact sites (77, 78). Further, lysosomes

are mobile and change in size, shape, and cellular localization (79).
A B C

FIGURE 4

Asymmetric cell division is an evolutionarily conserved process – evidence for ACD in human HSCs. (A) Evidence for asymmetric segregation of
Myosin IIB in dividing fixed CD34+ HSPCs. Because daughter cells were fixed, the asymmetric segregation could not be linked to future daughter
cell fates. (B) Asymmetric inheritance of CD133 during the division of CD133+CD34+ HSPCs predicts CD45RA upregulation and links CD133
segregation to later differentiation and lineage choice. This study provides evidence for ACD in human multipotent progenitors but did not analyze
human HSCs. (C) Direct demonstration of ACD in highly purified human HSCs. Long-term time-lapse imaging of HSC divisions their offspring over
multiple cell generations showed lysosomes and other organelles, including autophagosomes, mitophagosomes, and recycling endosomes can
segregate asymmetrically into the same HSC daughter cell, while active mitochondrial (TMRM) segregate into daughters receiving fewer lysosomes.
Importantly, this asymmetric segregation of segregation predicts mitochondrial activity, myeloid differentiation, cell cycle length, and marker
expression in HSC daughter and their offspring. This study thus provides the first direct evidence for the existence of asymmetric cell division in
human HSCs. Created with BioRender.com.
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As the terminal cellular compartment for degradation,

lysosomes are central regulators of autophagy, the cellular process

of recycling non-essential or damaged cellular material through

lysosomal degradation (80). Autophagy is critical for HSC function

as loss of ATG7 and ATG12 impair HSC repopulation activity and

self-renewal (33, 81, 82). In contrast to autophagy, which relies on

the step-wise formation, maturation of autophagosomes and their

fusion with lysosomes, chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA)

involves the transportation of proteins directly into the lysosomal

lumen through the lysosomal associated membrane protein 2a

(LAMP2A) and the cytosolic chaperone HSC70 (80). CMA is

required for HSC maintenance and function, as Lamp2a knock-

out HSCs display impaired self-renewal (75). Furthermore,

quiescent HSCs have higher basal CMA activity than HSCs

undergoing activation, suggesting that lysosomes are critical for

HSC function by maintaining quiescence. As such, quiescent HSCs

have higher expression levels of lysosomal genes than activated

HSCs with lower repopulation potential. However, a recent study

showed that stem cell function and quiescence of activated HSCs

can be restored by suppressing lysosomal activity with a V-ATPase

inhibitor (21).

An important regulator of lysosomal function is the

transcription factor EB (TFEB), a tumor suppressor that responds

to stress signals and metabolic cues, like mitochondrial damage or

nutrient starvation, via transcriptional activation of autophagy and

lysosomal biogenesis genes (83, 84). TFEB is highly expressed in

quiescent huHSCs, and MYC-induced repression of TFEB-

associated lysosomal programs was shown to promote huHSC

activation and anabolism (85). TFEB induces clearance of the

transferrin receptor TfR1 from the membrane of huHSCs through

endolysosomal degradation (85). Based on these observations

Garcia-Prat et al. proposed that a TFEB-induced lysosomal

program removes and degrades cell surface proteins to maintain

huHSCs quiescence by making them more refractory to mitogenic

signals (85).

Taken together, lysosomes regulate quiescence to protect HSCs

from exhaustion (86). When needed, HSCs receive cues to exit their

dormant state, become active, and adapt their metabolism to meet

increased bioenergetic demands for cell growth and division (87).

At the same time, cellular and metabolic activation need to be

suppressed in a subset of HSCs so that they can re-enter quiescence

and maintain the stem cell pool by self-renewal (87, 88). HSCs

coordinate these processes using ACD and the asymmetric

segregation of lysosomes that promotes quiescence. ACD might

thus act as a protective mechanism that ensures one HSC daughter

returns to a quiescent state.
6 Asymmetric inheritance of
mitochondria in HSCs

Besides lysosomes, mitochondria can also segregate

asymmetrically during divisions. Using photoactivatable green

fluorescent protein (paGFP) tagged mitochondrial proteins to

label “old” vs. “young” mitochondria, “old” mitochondria were

originally found to partition asymmetrically in stemlike cells
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(SLCs) from immortalized human mammary epithelial cells (89).

Interestingly, daughter cells inheriting fewer “old” mitochondria

were more stemlike based on their ability to form mammospheres

in culture (89). Similar to these findings, during HSC divisions,

daughters receiving more lysosomes inherit more mitophagosomes,

specialized autophagosomes responsible for degrading “old” and/or

damaged mitochondria (38). However, in contrast to SLCs, HSC

daughters inherit more mitophagosomes, and therefore “old”

mitochondria are thought to retain stemness, suggesting HSCs

inherit damaged cellular organelles and components while

daughter cells destined for activation and differentiation receive

fresh organelles (89). While the inheritance of damaged cellular

constituents by HSCs might be at first glance counter-intuitive,

similar patterns of segregation of “old” vs. “new” components have

been observed in S. cerevisiae, where mother cells inherit damaged,

lifespan-limiting material, and the “bud” is rejuvenated by receiving

freshly produced highly functional organelles (48).

Using mito-EGFP mice to label all mitochondria and the

fluorescent probe TMRM to quantify mitochondrial activity,

Vannini et al. showed that the mitochondrial activity in HSC

daughter cells can also differ after division (Figure 2C).

Interestingly, this asymmetry in mitochondrial activity of HSC

daughter cells increased in HSCs exposed to the NAD+-boosting

agent nicotinamide riboside. Although only postmitotic events in

paired daughter cells were measured, Vannini et al. speculated that

“old” and active mitochondria segregate into opposite daughter cells

during division (90). Whether differential mitochondrial activity in

HSC daughter cells after division was a consequence of asymmetric

segregation of active mitochondria or caused by other mechanisms

remained unclear. Long-term imaging studies of dividing HSCs

stained for both lysosomes and active mitochondria showed that

differential mitochondrial activity in HSC daughters occurs after

division, supporting the idea that changes in mitochondrial activity

are induced after division (38). Because changes in mitochondrial

activity in HSC daughters could be predicted based on asymmetric

lysosomal segregation during HSCs, it is tempting to speculate that

lower numbers of lysosomes permit and/or induce mitochondrial

activity (38). Similar postmitotic changes in mitochondria were

found using HSCs isolated from mito-Dendra2 mice (29). Instead

of being asymmetrically segregated during division, the mito-

Dendra2 express ion increases in one HSC daughter

approximately 50 minutes after division (29). However, as mito-

Dendra2 does not reflect mitochondrial activity, it is not intuitively

clear how to explain the sudden increase of the reporter in one

daughter cell. As HSC daughter cells can diverge in their global

translational activity after asymmetric lysosome segregation (38)

(Figure 3C), the postmitotic increase of mito-Dendra2 in one HSC

daughter might be explained by an increased production of the

reporter in the daughter prone to activation.

Despite the conflicting evidence in mouse HSCs, recent live-cell

imaging of dividing huHSCs shows that a small fraction of TMRM-

positive active mitochondria are asymmetrically segregated during

division (39) (Figure 4C). Importantly, although the fraction of

asymmetrically segregating active mitochondria was small

compared to lysosomes, the asymmetry was sufficient to predict

later mitochondrial activity in huHSC daughter cells (39).
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Interestingly, lysosomes and active mitochondria segregate into

different daughter cells during huHSC divisions (39), supporting

the idea that the LysoLow daughter is prone to metabolic activation

as shown in mouse HSCs. Contrary to earlier beliefs (91), it further

demonstrates that the inheritance of organelles during HSCs

division is a highly coordinated process (Figure 4C). Another

important finding of this study is that the metabolic regulation of

HSC daughter cells might be different between mice and humans

(compare Figures 3C, 4C). However, the existence of any putative

mechanisms specific to human HSCs will require further validation

as the observed differences could simply reflect the differences

between adult bone marrow-derived HSCs and huHSCs isolated

from umbilical cord blood.

Taken together, the asymmetric segregation of activated

mitochondria during mouse HSC divisions remains controversial.

The available experimental data in mouse HSCs supports a model in

which postmitotic changes in mitochondrial activity could be

regulated by lysosomes. This model is supported by observations

in other model systems, where mitochondria-lysosome contacts

regulate mitochondrial Ca2+ dynamics and mutations in lysosomal

genes cause mitochondria dysfunction, as often observed in patients

with Lysosomal Storage Disorders.
7 Evidence for asymmetric
segregation of other organelles
and markers

While recent live-cell imaging experiments have shown that

lysosomes and mitochondria are asymmetrically segregated during

HSC divisions and can be linked to later changes in HSC daughter

cell fates, very little is known about the inheritance of other

organelles and markers in HSCs. Myosin IIB (MIIB), the major

non-muscle myosin II, was found to segregate asymmetrically in

human HSPCs and suggested to regulate differentiation of CD34+

cells (Figure 4A), but mitotic segregation of MIIB was not linked to

later cell fates. Autophagosomes, mitophagosomes, and recycling

endosomes have also been found to asymmetrically co-segregate

with lysosomes during HSC division. However, how this asymmetry

relates to the mitotic segregation of centrosomes, endoplasmic

reticulum and the maternal DNA strand that were reported to

segregate asymmetrically in other model systems remains unclear

(48). As the number of reported asymmetrically segregating factors

increases, it appears that asymmetric inheritance is the norm rather

than the exception. However, as the connection to later differential

cell fate acquisition is challenging to analyze, it is often unclear

whether these observed asymmetries influence cell fates, as we are

only starting to reveal the underlying processes (48).
7.1 Role of the Rho GTPase CDC42

Rho GTPases are a family of small signaling G proteins known

to regulate the cytoskeleton and cell polarity (92, 93). They exist in

an inactive GDP-bound and an active GTP-bound form that was

originally described to regulate cell polarity and ACD in yeast (94).
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CDC42 activity needs to be tightly regulated for appropriate HSC

function as deficiency of CDC42 causes impaired adhesion, lodging,

and retention of mouse HSCs leading to egress of HSCs from BM to

distal organs and engraftment failure (95). In HSCs isolated from

young mice, the Rho GTPase CDC42 was found to be polarized,

while HSCs isolated from aged mice showed an apolar distribution

of CDC42 (96, 97). In line with these observations, CDC42

segregates asymmetrically during divisions of young HSCs, while

most divisions of aged HSCs are symmetric (97). Interestingly, both

the loss in CDC42 polarity and asymmetric segregation can be

reversed using the CDC42 inhibitor CASIN which also seems to

restore the function of aged HSCs. While these observations suggest

that CDC42 regulates HSC daughter cell fates, linking asymmetric

CDC42 segregation to later cell fate acquisition has proven to be

difficult. Extensive work on paired HSC daughter cells using

scRNAseq, scATACseq, and single-cell transplants, suggested that

HSC daughters differ strongly in their chromatin accessibility and

function but not their transcriptome. Using mathematical

modeling, data from different paired daughter cell assays were

integrated to computationally match the frequencies of

asymmetric daughter cell fates and maximize the correlation with

asymmetric CDC42 segregation in fixed samples (Figure 3B). While

this model suggests a possible link between CDC42 asymmetry and

later paired-daughter cell fates, it is important to realize that the

model can only assume that these two processes are linked (97).

Direct experimental proof that CDC42 asymmetric segregation of

CDC42 causes functional differences in HSC daughter cells is still

missing and understanding the precise role of the Rho GTPases

during HSCs division remains a key challenge for the field.

A recent study using paired daughter cell assays with in vivo

transplantations and gene profiling experiments started to shed

light on the regulation of Rho GTPases in HSCs. Using

immunofluorescence staining of fixed cells they identified that the

RhoGAP p190-B, a negative regulator of Rho GTPase signaling

regulates asymmetric segregation of the phosphorylated p38 MAP

kinase in HSC daughters (Figure 3A). They further showed that

p190-B regulates TGF-b signaling activity in HSC daughters, a key

pathway required for HSC quiescence (98). Interestingly, CD63 and

YAP downstream of the Hippo pathways also modulate TGF-b
signaling and were shown to regulate HSCs quiescence or to

colocalize with polarized CDC42 (99), respectively. While CD63

can asymmetrically segregate during HSC divisions itself, CDC42

and YAP1 polarity depends on the polarity regulator Scribble (99).

While further studies are required to understand how precisely

CDC42, CD63, and YAP1 regulate TGF-b signaling in HSCs to

establish and/or maintain quiescence, CDC42 also emerges as a key

regulator of asymmetry in HSCs.
7.2 RNA binding proteins

RNA binding proteins (RBPs) regulate the localization and

translation of mRNA and have emerged as important regulators

of stem cell fate decisions (100). Several RBPs, including MSI2,

SON, and SYNCRIP were shown to regulate HSC function, and

their asymmetric segregation during HSC divisions was suggested
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(101, 102). While these studies establish that RBPs are important

regulators for HSC fate determination, their role during division is

less clear. Observations of asymmetrically segregating RBPs rely

solely on the analysis of fixed cells treated with the tubulin

depolymerization agent nocodazole. It is thus possible that RBP

localization and inheritance changed by nocodazole as reported in

other systems (56). Furthermore, as the asymmetric segregation of

RBPs has not been linked to later HSC daughter fates, further

validation, ideally using live-cell imaging and immunofluorescence

without nocodazole and mitotic markers such as tubulin, will thus

be required to firmly establish that RBPs act during HSC division.
7.3 Cells surface proteins

Although less well studied, cell surface markers were also

suggested to segregate asymmetrically during HSC divisions,

including CD53, CD63, CD71, CD62L and CD133 in human

CD34+ HSPCs and Tie2, CD48, JAM-3 and Glut1 in mouse HSCs

(103) (Figures 2B, 4B). While the asymmetric segregation of CD63

and CD71 was later shown to predict HSC daughter cell fates in

dividing highly purified HSCs using live-cell imaging (38, 39), the

asymmetric segregation of other cell surface markers is less clear and

requires validation (see Table 3). As most surface markers were

analyzed in paired-daughter cells hours after division, the observed
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changes in expression between sister cells may thus result from other

mechanisms not related to division. Postmitotic changes in

translational activity, recycling, and degradation, are well-

established markers of cell fate divergence in HSC daughters.

However, as these changes occur only after asymmetric lysosome

segregation during division, they are downstream effects and do not

instruct cell fate divergence themselves (38, 39). Additionally, surface

markers are well known to get internalized through endocytosis and

traffic through multiple organelles, including recycling endosomes

and lysosomes for their degradation (38). Asymmetrically segregating

degradation products of cell surface markers can thus be easily

confused with functionally relevant asymmetric segregation. It will

thus be important to show that the asymmetric segregation relies on

markers located outside the lysosomal degradative machinery and is

linked to downstream function.
8 Discussion

HSCs need to carefully organize the division of their genetic

material as well as other cellular components (107). While the

inheritance of genetic material has long been recognized as a highly

organized process, the mitotic segregation of organelles was initially

thought to be stochastic (107). However, live-cell imaging studies of

dividing mouse and human HSCs have recently shown that the
TABLE 3 Overview of studies evaluating asymmetric segregation of cellular components.

Species
Asymmetrically

segregated marker
HSC

purity [%]
Population Fixed/Live

Link to
fate

Mitotic
marker

Ref.

mouse Lysosomes, CD63, NUMB, NOTCH1 >50% LSK CD150+CD48-CD34-CD135- Live Yes Tubulin (38)

Lysosomes >50% LSK CD150+CD48-CD34-CD135- Live Yes No (74)

TMRM >50% LSK CD150+CD48-CD34- Live No No (90)

Glut1, JAM3, and HK2 >50% LSK CD150+CD48-CD34- Live No No (103)

AP2A2, NUMB 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Live No No (58)

NUMB <1% LSK Live No No (62)

mito-Dendra2 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Live No No (29)

Tie2, CD48 >50% LSK CD150+CD48-CD34-CD135-CD41- Fixed No No (104)

LAMP1, NUMB 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Fixed No No (100)

NUMB, SON 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Fixed No No (101)

NUMB 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Fixed No No (102)

NUMB, phospho-p38 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Fixed No No (93)

Myc 47% LSK CD150+CD48- Fixed No No (99)

CDC42, Tubulin, H4K16ac 19% LSK CD135-CD34- Fixed No Tubulin (97)

NUMB 19% LSK CD34- Fixed No No (55)

human Lysosomes, TMRM, CD71, CD49c 25-48% CD34+CD38-CD45RA-CD90+CD49f+ Live Yes Tubulin (39)

CD53, CD62L, CD63, CD71 <1% CD34+CD133+ Fixed No No (105)

CD133 <1% CD34+CD45RA-CD38low/- Live No No (70)

Myosin IIB <1% CD34+ Fixed No No (106)
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inheritance of lysosomes and mitochondria are key regulators of

HSC fate decisions and segregate in a coordinated manner (39, 107).

Although the role of other organelles and factors during HSC

division are less studied, accumulating evidence suggests that

mitophagosomes, recycling endosomes, and CDC42 also segregate

asymmetrically during HSC divisions. A key challenge for future

studies will be to integrate these findings to create a comprehensive

and cohesive picture of events during HSC divisions and how these

events influence downstream cell fates of HSC daughters and

their offspring.

The identification of the regulators and mechanisms of

asymmetric organelle inheritance will be key moving forward.

How are lysosomes asymmetrically partitioned during HSC

divisions, and how do lysosomes instruct HSC daughter fates

are central questions in the field. Lysosomes are known to move

bidirectionally along microtubules during interphase, suggesting

that similar mechanisms might be at play during HSC divisions

(76). Retrograde movement from the cell periphery towards the

perinuclear region is regulated via cytoplasmic dynein and its

activator dynactin, while kinesins promote the anterograde

movement from the perinuclear region towards the cell

periphery (108–110). Many adaptor complexes are involved in

mediating this coupling to dynein–dynactin or kinesins to

regulate lysosomal positioning in response to different stimuli

like cell starvation or growth factor stimulation (76). Evidence

from Lis1-/- HSPCs suggests that NUMB segregation might be

regulated by dynein-based transport mechanisms (62). As

NUMB colocalizes closely with lysosomes in dividing HSCs, it

is tempting to speculate that similar mechanisms regulate

lysosome positioning via retrograde transport. Future studies

devoted to understanding these complexes in HSCs will help

us deduce how lysosomes are asymmetrically segregated during

HSC development.

As HSCs reside in the bone marrow microenvironment, a better

understanding of HSC-niche interactions could also provide novel

insights into the extracellular cues regulating ACD in HSCs. While

many niche factors regulating HSC function are known today,

whether these factors also regulate ACD remains unclear as direct

observations of HSC divisions in vivo are lacking. This would ideally

be done using quantitative intravital microscopy at single-cell

resolution capable of visualizing HSCs during division and tracking

the HSC offspring for multiple cell generations. However, despite

recent progress, in vivo, long-term live-imaging of HSCs is still

impossible. The approximately one thousand HSCs in a mouse are

scattered across the entire skeleton, are hidden in cubic centimeters of

bone marrow, and divide on average every few weeks (111–113).

Except for the calvaria, which harbors a thin sheet of bone marrow

that can be imaged for short periods, most bones are inaccessible for

in vivo live-cell imaging with single-cell resolution using current

microscopes (114). The chances of finding a single HSC in vivo,

capturing its divisions, and following its daughter cells until they

divide again are not only extremely low but would at the same time

require several weeks of continuous imaging of a large bone marrow

volume and an unethical many week long immobilization of animals.

In other words, live-cell imaging of dividing HSCs in vivo is a major
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technical barrier beyond today’s technical capabilities. For the

foreseeable future, in vitro live-cell imaging will remain the only

reliable way to quantify the ACD of HSCs. In combination with

recently made progress in tissue clearing and 3-dimensional

multicolor imaging of whole mouse femurs, dividing HSCs could

be captured in situ in fixed samples. However, catching transient rare

events such as divisions of extremely rare HSCs scattered across large

bone marrow volumes and many bones will be challenging as even

the most advanced light-sheet microscopes need to acquire, process,

and analyze hundreds to thousands of terabytes of data to allow

statistically meaningful quantitative analysis of highly purified

HSC divisions.

In vivo, barcoding and fate mapping of HSCs could, in theory,

be used to track HSC daughters long-term (115). For this purpose,

Rodewald and colleagues developed a Polylox DNA cassette

consisting of ten loxP sites integrated into the mouse genome to

generate Cre recombinase-mediated unique cellular barcodes (115).

Using this system, they were able to track the development of

individual HSC clones for 9-11 months after birth and observed

asymmetric expansion of large and small HSC clones with

functional heterogeneity (115). However, studying ACD in vivo

using this approach is currently not possible as HSC divisions

cannot be directly observed, and the temporal resolution is limited.

How intravital microscopy, barcoding, and fate mapping can be

linked in a single experiment remains unclear.

Recently developed continuous long-term single-cell imaging

tools thus remain the only way to link events during HSCs division

to changes in cell fate and behavior many days or weeks later. While

this approach does not recapitulate the in vivo microenvironment

studying HSC behavior under controlled culture conditions, it will

provide important insights into cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic

mechanisms. These insights are important for ongoing biomedical

efforts to maintain, expand, and/or manipulate HSCs ex vivo. As we

delve deeper into understanding the intricate processes underlying

ACD, it will also become important to understand the role of ACD

in hematological malignancies. While multiple mechanisms for how

ACD could contribute to leukemogenesis have been postulated,

little experimental evidence is available today to back up these ideas

(116, 117). As the technologies to study ACD reliably became only

available recently, early studies proposing changes in asymmetry

during divisions of leukemic cells could not functionally validate

changes in daughter cell fates after division (55, 62, 118). It will thus

be important to revisit some of the ideas proposed decades ago as

we now possess the tools to quantify ACD and its impact on cell fate

decisions. Future studies using live-cell imaging will need to

determine how ACD changes during various stages of leukemia

and whether manipulation of ACD can improve therapy.

Although single-cell tracking has enabled the first direct

observations of ACD and other cell fate decisions over time, the

technology is still in its infancy. The analysis of cellular genealogies

remains challenging and requires interdisciplinary know-how in

image analysis, computational methods, and statistics (8). The more

widespread adaptation of these novel tools will be critical to

improving our understanding of how HSCs utilize ACD to

regulate healthy and malignant hematopoiesis.
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